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conflict =
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Normative or non-
normative?

motherhood
mystique [Kremer, 1998]
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security of
attachments?

Internal
working 
models (IWMs)
  [Bowlby, 1973]

Adult Attachment
Interview (AAI)
   [Main et al., 1985]

Fonagy et al. [1991]

Hazan & Shaver
       [1987]

[intergenerational transfer
of attachment patterns: Meins, 2003]

Are secure attachments
necessarily desirable?
            [Miller, 2002; Thompson, 1998]

Ethically
        acceptable?

Validity of
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outside the U.S.?

Quinton & Rutter [1988]

Tizard [1977]
Tizard & Hodges
           [1989]
         Chisolm et al. [1995]

Ainsworth et al.
      [1971; 1978]

Van Ijzendoorn &
Kroonenberg [1998]

differences within
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8 episodes
reunion behaviours = crucial
balance between (a) exploratory
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attachment behaviour        caregiver

anxious -  avoidant (Type A)
securely attached (Type B)
anxious-resistant (Type C)

sensitive
  mothers

Fixed characteristics of child
                  or
variable (depending on
changing circumstances/
particular relationships)?

       disorganised/disoriented
(Type D)
    [Main, 1991; Main & Hesse, 1990]
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   mothers

synchrony of action

Troy & Sroufe [1987]
age
differences
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differences

= horizontal  (vs. vertical) relationships
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Dunn
[2000]

Parke
[1981,
  2002]

biology
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social
convention  [Schaffer,
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     parental
investment
theory [Kenrick,
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Influence of
fathers?

attachment to mother =
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   from later attachments
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[Ainsworth &
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individual
differences
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   specific
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cuddling
looking
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[Freud, 1926]
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  attachment
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separation anxiety
   fear-of-strangers response

Multiple
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[Schaffer, 1996a]

caregivers =
conditioned/secondary
reinforcers;
food = unconditioned/
   primary reinforcer

Harlow [1959]
Harlow &
    Zimmerman [1959]

      Schaffer
& Emerson
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